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MASSMUTUAL
On February 22, 2018 our friends at Mass Mutual stopped by our office to award us with
the “2017 TPA Championship Belt.” The belt signifies ADMIN as #1 in TPA sales (by
assets) in the Northeast region!
Mass Mutual and ADMIN Partners continue to expand their relationship in the
Tax-Exempt and Government Markets. We look forward to continued success in 2018!

ADMIN’S CUSTOMER
S E R V I C E Rocks!
ADMIN Partners is dedicated to providing quality customer service to all our
clients. Our goal is to personalize the experience that clients have with our staff.
We do this by maintaining consistent communication and ensuring that everyone
knows they can always reach us.
In March, our Client Service Representative,
Shelby Middleman showed a client of ours what
dependable customer service is all about. By
following through and going the extra mile,
Shelby received a remarkable review from a very
happy client. We commend our rockstar Shelby
Middleman and her amazing efforts in the
Client Service department!

AWARDS

CATCHING UP WITH

AT THE 2018 TASBO & NCASBO

In February, ADMIN's CEO, Mark Heisler, was invited by Horace Mann to speak at the
NCASBO. Mark presented an educational workshop to the attendees on relevant news
and “what you must know” in the changing milieu of 403(b) compliance. Along with
providing a brief introduction of who ADMIN Partners is and what we do, Mark
provided an in-depth synopsis of all the key issues concerning compliance changes in
the 403(b) marketplaces. Mark was focused on the state specific rules regarding
retirement planning and covered the importance of Universal Availability as well as
the implementation of the new 403(b) prototype plan document.
A month later Mark and Sales Manager, Greg Verna, were also invited to the TASBO in
Fort Worth, TX. It was another opportunity to update plan sponsors on the changes
happening with 403(b) plans. The presentation was done in the form of ADMIN's
(b)informed video series. It was another great opportunity to educate plan sponsors
on the changes happening in the 403(b) marketplace. The trip also gave Mark and
Greg a chance to catch up with the TX team at Horace Mann who graciously hosted
ADMIN at their booth.
A huge thank you to our friends at Horace Mann for inviting us to this quarter's events!

EVENTS

ADMIN EDUCATES
PLAN SPONSORS

ADMIN Partners has recently expanded our social media presence and
we want to connect with you! Engaging with us on our social platforms
will give you access to ADMIN on a whole new level. Here's what you
can expect:
Learn more about who ADMIN is and what we do for our clients.
Get real time updates on what ADMIN is working on.

UPDATES

CONNECTING WITH ADMIN

Access to industry announcements, IRS updates and educational materials.
A personal look at the ADMIN team; putting faces to the name.
Share your voice! Use our platforms to give us feedback and ask us
questions.

FOLLOW US @ ADMINPARTNERS
Did you know we also have a blog? Check out our content at www.adminpartnersllc.com

exciting updates in client services
ADMIN is currently working on upgrading our systems to enhance the client experience,
making it easier for our Plan Sponsors to process their contributions as well as obtain
required forms. These updates will be advantageous to our plan sponsors and
participants as well as in the internal working within Admin Partners.

Lights, camera, action!
We are also in production for an educational web series, ADMIN Partners
With You. This ongoing series will highlight frequently asked questions.
Our first video will address 403(b) Hardships…Get the popcorn ready!

HOW ARE WE DOING?

This is a question that every business asks of their clientele. However, what separates ADMIN Partners
from other businesses, is that we want to hear directly from YOU!
We take pride in providing great service to your plan and we want to make sure we continue to do
so. This is where you, the plan sponsor comes in. Our Client Relationship Manager, Rose Hence will
be reaching out to all of our clients directly to make sure we are providing not only the service that
you want, but the service that you need! Have a question, a concern, a comment, or maybe a
suggestion on something we can improve on? Rose is here to make sure all of your inquiries get
resolved in a timely manner.

ADMIN Partners believes that speaking to our clients directly is the
perfect way to find out….How Are We Doing?

UPDATES

TELL US

FEBRUARY 23, 2018 IRS MEMO:

EMPLOYEE PLANS (EP)
EXAMINATIONS

The new memo directs EP examiners not to challenge
a 403(b) contract for violation of the RMD standards
for the failure to commence or make a distribution to a
participant or beneficiary to whom a payment is due, if
the plan has taken the following steps:
Searched plan and related plan, sponsor,
and publicly-available records or directories
for alternative contact information.
Attempted contact via United States Postal Service
(USPS) certified mail to the last known mailing
address and through appropriate means for any
address or contact information (including email
addresses and telephone numbers).

If a 403(b) plan has not completed the steps above, EP
examiners may challenge a 403(b) plan for violation of the
RMD standards for the failure to commence or make a
distribution to a participant or beneficiary to whom a payment
is due.

ADMIN's efforts to share our retirement planning knowledge does not end with the Plan
Sponsor. This year we are expanding our educational seminars to Financial Advisors!
We understand that the tax-exempt and government markets can be intimidating. We
also know that ADMIN has a solution for these challenging markets and with our help,
Advisors have the advantage when approaching these plans. Our in-house seminars
educate Advisors on who ADMIN is and what benefits we bring to the table. They are
also an opportunity for Advisors to take the floor and tell us what we can do to help
them grow their business.
Interested in attending a seminar? Head over to our blog
www.adminpartnersllc.com where you can register for our next event!

ARE YOU READY FOR THE
NEW IRS 403(B) PLAN
PROTOTYPE DOCUMENT?

ADMIN IS!

Along with adopting the new 403(b) Plan
Prototype document for new clients that we
bring on board, ADMIN is diligently working on
converting our plan sponsors to the prototype
plan document. This project must be
completed by March 31, 2020 based on
IRS recommendations. In the near future, we
will be contacting our plan sponsors to keep
this conversion on track.
If you have any questions about the status of
your plan document, give us a call and we will
be happy to help!

WHAT'S NEXT

advisor seminars

